Introduction.
Given a non-negative function p(x), defined on a certain interval (a, b), finite or infinite, the notations p These problems arise in many questions, due to the general character of the a,-and q(x).
We give, first, using Tchebycheff polynomials, the solution of (A), (A'), and some general applications of the formulas thus established ( § § 1-4). In order to obtain further applications, we give some properties of certain classes of Tchebycheff polynomials ( § § 5-7), which enable us, specifying the a< and q(x) above, to derive numerous results concerning polynomials in general, and Tchebycheff polynomials in particular ( § § 8-10) on a finite, as well as an infinite interval.
1. Solution of Problem A. We proceed, first, to express w(G) inform of a definite integral.
For this purpose we introduce an auxiliary function *P(x) by means of the relations
To t\ndcP(x), we consider the system
of Tchebycheff polynomials corresponding to (a, b) with the "characteristic function" q(x). They are determined uniquely by means of the relations
The set of equations (2) gives, using (1), (4),
Thus, we get, as solution of (2), the polynomial(
Ja o which gives for cc(Gn) the fundamental formula We have then, correspondingly,
Thus we come again to (A), and (III) gives | u(Gn) | á W¿ .«■[*<(* *) A (*(*) defined in (10), (11)),
*/m«,/miD denote, in general, max \f(x) |, min \}(x) | (or upper and lower limits respectively) in (a, h).
Formulas (III)-(V) give the solution of problems A, A' for any interval (a, b) with arbitrary q(x) (as defined in (10), (11), respectively) and a<.
They yield directly a general minimum-property of Tchebycheff polynomials :
We proceed now to derive from (III)-(VII), by specifying the a,-, some important properties pertaining : (a) to polynomials in general ; (b) to Tchebycheff polynomials.
3. Polynomials in general, (i). For any (a, b) and q(x) -(C), we get,
(the equality holds if and only if Gn(x) =c2~2ï=où3(<1>i)<f>i(x), c = const.) ;
The relations (13) lead to
where the polynomial Gn(x) is subject only to the condition gk = i for a specified value of k, is minimized by the single polynomial k^%kcp'^k)(p; z)tp{k)(p; x) 
Formulas (13)- (15), (18), (19) give for an arbitrary Gn(x) the upper limits (or maxima) of its derivatives of different orders at any point, also of any of its coefficients, if we know the maximum of fhaq(x)Gn2(x)dx or of \q(x)Gn(x) \ on (a, b), q(x) satisfying certain general conditions, (a, b) being finite or infinite. The results thus far obtained are very general, due to the general natrre of p(x), q(x), r(x). By specifying in the formulas above the nature of these functions, further and more concrete results will be obtained. In case of a finite interval (reduced, without loss of generality, to ( -1, 1)) we first take p(x) -(S) (see Introduction) and then, specifying further, we make use of the most important class-the polynomials of Jacobi :* 6. Asymptotic properties of a certain general class of Tchebycheff polynomials on a finite interval. We prove the following theorem. ( -1,1) we have, for n-»°o,
Theorem III. (i). With p(x) -(S) on
(ii). If, on the other hand, there exists a partial interval (a, ß) ( -1 ga<d<l) such that fßap(x)dx = 0, then aB(/>) is of higher order than 2".
The conclusion (i) was established by the writer under more restrictive conditions imposed on p(x).\ The proof is based upon the fact that a"(/>) ~2", which, according to Szegö,f holds also for p(x) -(S).
To prove (ii), we note that a"(/> ; -1,1) ~2" implies that aB(/>i; 0, 1) ~4" § (pi(x) is obtained from p(x) by transforming linearly ( -1, 1) into (0, 1)), and l pi(y)dy 6, -= -with on -» t for » -» oo .
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Notes.
(1). The expression for dn,n-»(p) not given in the aforesaid paper* is derived in the same way as d",n-i(p), using Blumenthal's formulas, f (2). In case of any finite (a, b), we get (31) an ( Let us take, if l>0, the smallest I satisfying the above condition. Then Kn{k)(z) = 0(«2i'+2t+1), where I' is the smallest integer ^1/2. In particular, Knik)(z) -O(n*k+l)forl^0.
(ii). Suppose z2 -1 = 0, say z = -1. If
The proof will be omitted, for it is quite similar to that developed for k=0 in my paper On the development of continuous functions* The inequalities (22) (see above, p. 575) are made use of. 
Knw(e-hx' ; -oo ,oo ; z) = O^1'2) (0 < / < \z\=L), where /, L are arbitrarily fixed positive quantities. With the material accumulated in § §5-7 we return now to our general formulas (13)-(19).
8. Polynomials on a finite interval. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem V. (i). For all polynomials Gn(x) satisfying one of the inequalities (I), (II) given in the Introduction, with q(x),p(x), r(x) as defined in (10), (11), |g"| < r2-lJf, |g"_i| < r-2»-W, |gB_2| < T-2»-%il7, • • ■ , |G{i)(z) | < m" \z + (z2 -iyi*\n-kM (|z| > 1, z(z2 -l)1'2 > 0 ; k Unite, ^Q).
• These Transactions, vol. 27 (1925), pp. 537-50; p. 540. In the more general cases of r1 (1 + x)rlÇL -xy~1Gn1 ( [r(x)-(I)in(-l,l)], the right-hand members of (37)- (40) acquire the factor R given in (V). It is interesting to note that (i) in Theorem V gives for \gk | and Gn(z) expressions of the same order with respect to « as those given in the particular case q(x) = l, by Tchebycheff* and W. Markoff.f
We close the case of a finite interval with one more application of our general formulas. The relation (18) 335-56; p. 343.
